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TWO-LOOP AMPLITUDES FOR e+e� ! q�qg:THE nf -CONTRIBUTION�Sven Moh, Peter UwerInstitut für Theoretishe Teilhenphysik, Universität Karlsruhe76128 Karlsruhe, Germanyand Stefan WeinzierlDipartimento di Fisia, Università di ParmaINFN Gruppo Collegato di Parma, 43100 Parma, Italy(Reeived July 1, 2002)We disuss the alulation of the nf -ontributions to the two-loop am-plitude for e+e� ! qg�q. The alulation uses an e�ient method basedon nested sums. The result is presented in terms of multiple polyloga-rithms with simple arguments, whih allow for analyti ontinuation in astraightforward manner.PACS numbers: 12.38.Bx, 12.38.Cy1. IntrodutionSearhes for new physis in partile physis rely to a large extend onour ability to onstrain the parameters of the standard model. For instane,the strong oupling onstant �s an be measured by using the data fore+e� ! 3-jets. At present, the error on the extration of �s from this mea-surement is dominated by theoretial unertainties [1℄, most prominently, bythe trunation of the perturbative expansion at a �xed order.The perturbative QCD alulation of e+e� ! 3-jets at Next-to-Next-to-Leading Order (NNLO) requires the tree-level amplitudes for e+e� !5 partons [2℄, the one-loop amplitudes for e+e� ! 4 partons [3,4℄ as well asthe two-loop amplitude for e+e� ! q�qg together with the one-loop ampli-tude e+e� ! q�qg to order "2 in the parameter of dimensional regularization.� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(2921)



2922 S. Moh, P. Uwer, S. WeinzierlThe heliity averaged squared matrix elements at the two-loop level fore+e� ! q�qg have reently been given [5℄. In ontrast, having the two-loopamplitude available, one keeps the full orrelation between the inominge+e� and the outgoing parton's spins and momenta. Thus, one an studyoriented event-shape observables. In addition, one has the option to inves-tigate event-shape observables in polarized e+e�-annihilation at a futurelinear e+e�-ollider TESLA. 2. CalulationWe are interested in the following reatione+ + e� ! q + g + �q ; (1)whih we onsider in the form, 0! q(p1) + g(p2) + �q(p3) + e�(p4) + e+(p5);with all partiles in the �nal state, to be onsistent with earlier work [3℄.The kinematial invariants for this reation are denoted bysij = (pi + pj)2 ; sijk = (pi + pj + pk)2 ; s = s123 ; (2)and it is onvenient to introdue the dimensionless quantitiesx1 = s12s123 ; x2 = s23s123 : (3)Working in a heliity basis, it su�es to onsider the pure photon ex-hange amplitude A as it allows the reonstrution of the full amplitudewith Z-boson exhange by adjusting the ouplings. Furthermore, the om-plete information about A is given by just one independent heliity ampli-tude, whih we take to be A(1+; 2+; 3�; 4+; 5�). All other heliity on�g-urations an be obtained from parity and harge onjugation.We an write A(1+; 2+; 3�; 4+; 5�) in terms of oe�ients 2; 4; 6 and12 for the various independent spinor struture asA(1+; 2+; 3�; 4+; 5�) = ip2 [12℄s3��sh35i[42℄ �(1� x1)�2 + 2x2 6 � 12�+ (1� x2) (4 � 12) + 212��h31i[12℄ �[43℄h35i�2 + 2x2 6 � 12�+ [41℄h15i (4 � 12)�� ; (4)where we have introdued the short-hand notation for spinors of de�niteheliity, ji�i = jpi�i = u�(pi) = v�(pi), hi� j = hpi � j = �u�(pi) = �v�(pi);and for the spinor produts hpqi = hp� jq+i and [pq℄ = hp+ jq�i.



Two-Loop Amplitudes for e+e� ! q�qg : the nf Contribution 2923The oe�ients i depend on the x1 and x2 of Eq. (3) and an be alu-lated in onventional dimensional regularization. To that end, we proeedas follows [6, 7℄. In a �rst step, with the help of Shwinger parameters [8℄,we map the tensor integrals to ombinations of salar integrals in variousdimensions and with various powers �i of the propagators. For every ba-si topology, these salar integrals an be written as nested sums involving� -funtions. The evaluation of the nested sums proeeds systematially withthe help of the algorithms of [6℄, whih rely on the algebrai properties ofthe so alled Z-sums,Z(n;m1; : : : ;mk;x1; : : : ; xk) = Xn�i1>i2>:::>ik>0 xi11i1m1 : : : xikkikmk : (5)By means of reursion the algorithms allow to solve the nested sums interms of a given basis in Z-sums to any order in ". Z-sums an be viewedas generalizations of harmoni sums [9℄ and an important subset of Z-sumsare multiple polylogarithms [10℄,Limk;:::;m1(xk; : : : ; x1) = Z(1;m1; : : : ;mk;x1; : : : ; xk): (6)All algorithms for this proedure have been implemented in FORM [11℄and in the GiNaC framework [12, 13℄. In this way, we ould alulate allloop integrals ontributing to the one- and two-loop virtual amplitudes verye�iently in terms of multiple polylogarithms.The perturbative expansion in �s of the funtions i is de�ned throughi = p4��s�(0)i + ��s2�� (1)i + ��s2��2 (2)i +O(�3s )� : (7)Then, after ultraviolet renormalization, the infrared pole struture of therenormalized oe�ients reni agrees with the predition made by Catani [14℄using an infrared fatorization formula. We use this formula to organize the�nite part into terms arising from the expansion of the pole oe�ients anda �nite remainder,(2);�ni = (1);reni � I(1)(")(1);reni � I(2)(")(0)i ; (8)for i = f2; 4; 6; 12g, and with the one- and two-loop insertion operatorsI(1)(") and I(2)(") given in [14℄.As an example, we present our result for nfN -ontribution to the �nitepart (2);�n12 at two loops,



2924 S. Moh, P. Uwer, S. Weinzierl(2);�n12 (x1; x2) = nfN�3 ln(x1)(x1+x2)2 + 14 ln(x2)2 � 2Li2(1�x2)x1(1�x2)+ 112 �(2)(1�x2)x1 � 118 13x21+36x1�10x1x2�18x2+31x22(x1+x2)2x1(1�x2) ln(x2)+x21�x22�2x1+4x2(x1+x2)4 R1(x1; x2)� 112 R(x1; x2)x1(x1+x2)2�5x2 + 42x1 + 5�(1+x1)21�x2 � 41�3x1+3x211�x1�x2 � 72 x21x1+x2�+ � 112 1x1(1�x2) + 6(x1+x2)3� 1+2x1x1(x1+x2)2 �(Li2(1�x2)� Li2(1�x1))� 1(x1+x2)x1��12I�nfN ln(x2)x1(1�x2) : (9)We have introdued the funtion R(x1; x2), whih is well known from [15℄,R(x1; x2) = (10)�12 ln(x1) ln(x2)� ln(x1) ln(1�x1) + 12�(2)� Li2(x1)�+ (x1 $ x2) :In addition, it is onvenient, to de�ne the symmetri funtion R1(x1; x2),whih ontains a partiular ombination of multiple polylogarithms [10℄,R1(x1; x2) = �ln(x1)Li1;1� x1x1+x2 ; x1+x2�� 12�(2) ln(1�x1�x2)+Li3(x1+x2)� ln(x1)Li2(x1+x2)� 12 ln(x1) ln(x2) ln(1�x1�x2)�Li1;2� x1x1+x2 ; x1+x2�� Li2;1� x1x1+x2 ; x1+x2��+ (x1 $ x2) :(11)We have made the following heks on our result. As remarked, the in-frared poles agree with the struture predited by Catani [14℄. This providesa strong hek of the omplete pole struture of our result. In addition, wehave tested various relations between the i. For instane, the ombinationx16 is symmetri under exhange of x1 with x2. Finally, we ould om-pare with the result for the squared matrix elements, i.e. the interfereneof the two-loop amplitude with the Born amplitude, and the interferene ofthe one-loop amplitude with itself. The results of [5℄ are given in terms ofone- and two-dimensional harmoni polylogarithms, whih form a subset ofthe multiple polylogarithms [10℄. Thus, we have performed the omparisonanalytially and we agree with the results of [5℄.
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